Student Campus Computing Committee (SC3)

Meeting Notes
November 13, 2018

Present: Camron Dennler, Chair
        Carter Terranova, CAED
        Nicole Hill, CENG
        Michael Brazil, OCOb
        Abi Iriafen, CLA
        Isabella Roldan, CSM
        Steven Pineda, Tech Group 1
        Matthew Wallace, Tech Group 2
        Jacqueline Aenlle, Graduate Student
        William Sambar, ASI Rep
        Alison Robinson, AVP for ITS
        Kathryn Hammer, ITS

Absent: Sarah Rutland, DRC
        Vacant, CAFES
        Vacant, ASI rep
        Vacant, ASI Staff Rep

Next meeting: December 4, 2018
              12 – 1pm, Building 02-024

1. Announcements:
   Alison shared that the Committee on Committees is reviewing the new IT Governance plan. The Cabinet reviewed the plan. A draft copy of the plan and workgroup descriptions will be sent to SC3.

2. Guest Speaker: William Sambar, UU Advisory Board
   Will is with Student Government, a member of the UU Advisory Board. He described the student government structure. Board Meetings convene every other Wednesday and are open to the general public. Board members are elected representatives. Discussion continued about how SC3 can work in tandem with the Board about initiatives.

3. Meeting Schedule for 18/19 Academic Year
   Registration for the Winter Quarter is complete. Jacqui and Bella weren’t able to reserve the time block on Tuesdays because they each have a required class that is offered during only one session. SC3 would like for Jacqui and Bella to remain with SC3 and will have follow up conversation about how to keep them aware of happenings during the quarter.

4. Discussion
   Conversation continued about how can SC3 contribute in between meetings.
5. Mobile App Strategy

The Office of the Registrar is working on a mobile app that can be accessed from a phone. It would be helpful if SC3 helps with a strategy for a new campus mobile app. The members brainstormed apps that are frequently used. A theme in many of the frequently used apps is that they help people connect and communicate. Also, the frequently used apps are very specific, i.e. maps, weather, menus, etc. while an app for the campus would need to fill a diverse set of needs. The Office of the Registrar is looking at two products that would provide a framework to which a variety of apps can drop into that frame, i.e. make PeopleSoft mobile.

Some of the frequently used apps include: Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, Gmail, Outlook, Weather, YouTube, Calendar, Starbucks, Venmo, Maps, Cal Poly Now, Park Mobile, USAA, Southwest, Chase, LinkedIn, TWC, Amazon, Netflix, and Spotify.

A list of desired functionality was prioritized:

1 – Focused on mobile, all functionality available

1 – Functions have (at least links to) unique characteristics

1 – Interconnection

1 – Main set of functions on tabs (i.e. mail)

2 – “Welcome!” opening for first-time user to set preferences

2 – Good UI Patterns, i.e. USAA, Starbucks, Chase

3 – Drop-in with functionality

6 – Notifications (customizable)

6 – Search capability

9 – Personally Customizable